Technical Embroidery for Smart Textiles: Review
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Abstract – Traditionally embroidery is known as a conventional technique of textile decoration. Since the niche of technical textiles is rapidly expanding and is the main field of innovation and research in textile and apparel industry, embroidery is found in a variety of new functional applications due to the unique opportunity of creating three-dimensional light-weight structures and laying threads on the base material in all directions. As the field of smart textiles is vast per se and is associated with technical textiles and wearable technologies, the main applications of the embroidery may be described accordingly as ones for technical applications. In the sphere of medical textiles, embroidery is a relatively new technique, but is successfully used for wound-dressing development and innovative solutions for tissue engineering due to the opportunity of creating three-dimensional structures from fine polymer materials. Another advantageous characteristic of goods developed by embroidery is dimensional stability of manufactured textile structures. Due to these particularities embroidery is used widely also for such technical applications as development of heating grids, shielding, conductive interconnections, intelligent textile sensors and interfaces etc. Moreover, a large variety of materials and threads can be used in prototyping by the technique, e.g., conductive threads, metal wires, laminated polymer and carbon fibers.

One of the challenging sub-sectors of intelligent textiles and smart textiles for healthcare applications is the research and development of textile sensors for biometrics and measurement of physical parameters. Most of the mentioned biosensors are implemented by transferring the principles of conventional actuators to the textile structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart and intelligent textiles are a field of the multidisciplinary research arousing interest in many industry sectors due to promising outlooks in a great variety of applications. One of the technological approaches often addressed to ensure manufacturing of such products is embroidery, which is traditionally known as a conventional technique for decorative treatment of textiles. Embroidery handworks are found almost in every world culture and its origins go down to the ancient civilizations. Within the industrial revolution, embroidery came on the mass production and its technical scopes have been significantly extending along with technological progress (1). Till now embroidery has been one of the most used textile decorative surface treatment techniques and is an inseparable part of design in high-street, prêt-à-porte and haute couture fashion throughout decades.

At present, embroidery is found in a variety of functional applications and is widely used in manufacturing of technical textiles. In this sphere, one of the most demanded processing techniques based on embroidery technology is Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP). This method ensures orientation of a fiber or cord on the ground material in all directions, creation of three-dimensional structures and offers vast opportunities in structure and shape design (2) (Fig. 1). According to the specific technical requirements of the development and technical specifications of the embroidery machine, a great variety of materials can be used as a cord and ground fabric, e.g., conductive threads, metal wires, laminated polymer and carbon fibers.

TFP technique is used in reinforcement structure development, manufacturing of heating grids, shielding, conductive interconnections, textile sensors and interfaces etc. Moreover, embroidery technique ensures continuous two (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) fiber arrangement. Two-dimensional embroidery provides the development of a textile compound across X and Y axes over a plain. Three-dimensional embroidery can be implemented by creating a multi-layer textile structure across X, Y and Z axes. Another approach to obtain a 3D structure is the unfolding of specifically manufactured 2D structure.

One more processing technique transferred to technical applications is chemical embroidery which is originally used for machine-made lace manufacturing. The pattern is usually embroidered on a fabric that is water soluble or that disintegrates under heat. This approach is often found in applications for tissue engineering, lightweight and reinforcement structure development.

Other advantageous characteristics of embroidery are dimensional stability of the developed structures and good reproducibility of the manufacturing process. Moreover, pattern creation with CAD software ensures rapid prototyping (40).

Fig. 1. The principle of the Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP) by embroidery.
Generally, technical applications of embroidery can be classified according to three main application fields, namely, engineering, medicine and smart textiles (Table I). Fig. 2 displays representative examples of prototypes developed by embroidery technology referred to each of the mentioned application.

Embroidered reinforcement structures have applications in construction, automotive and aerospace engineering. The specific characteristic of such composite reinforcements developed by TFP technique is their anisotropic properties due to the significant influence of fiber orientation on the stresses in the components. Physical properties of the embroidered structure can be modeled using analytical and numerical calculation methods (5) – (8).

Embroidery is also applied in medical textile production and tissue engineering. In this sphere, embroidery is a relatively new technology, but it is already successfully used for wound-dressing development and the creation of three-dimensional structures from fine polymer materials for tissue engineering solutions.

Finally, embroidery is one of the most often used technologies in the sphere of smart textiles and provides a great asset in wearable and flexible electronics development. It mostly involves application of conductive materials, thus, it is often referred to as electronic embroidery or e-broidery. Conductive yarns are used for interconnection of textile-integrated electronics, development of embroidered circuits and heating grids (11). Although electronic embroidery carries functional tasks in smart textiles, it has become a key solution in fashion and interior design to manufacture textiles with integrated LEDs. Some research projects have also demonstrated opportunities to apply the embroidery technology for the development of textile antenna and coil for magnetic resonance sensors (12) – (16), (19).

**TABLE I**

**Summary of Technical Embroidery Applications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Structural element</th>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace</td>
<td>Lightweight</td>
<td>Composite construction</td>
<td>3D and 2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Lightweight structures Reinforcement Structural health monitoring</td>
<td>Composite construction Textile sensors</td>
<td>3D and 2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>Lightweight structures Functional integration Structural health monitoring</td>
<td>Composite construction Textile sensors Heating elements for car seats Textile communication interface</td>
<td>3D and 2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Wound-dressing Healing encouragement Wound condition monitoring</td>
<td>Wound-dressing material Textile bio-sensor</td>
<td>3D and 2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue Engineering</td>
<td>Cell distribution Cell adhesion</td>
<td>Scaffold</td>
<td>3D embroidery by TFP and chemical embroidery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-sensing</td>
<td>Biomedical monitoring and biofeedback</td>
<td>Textile bio-sensors</td>
<td>2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical sensing</td>
<td>Physical measurements</td>
<td>Textile sensors</td>
<td>2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic treatment and wellness</td>
<td>Electro-stimulation Heating</td>
<td>Actuators</td>
<td>2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-functional</td>
<td>Communication Interconnection Textile interface Electromagnetic induction Energy supply</td>
<td>Textile antenna Electro-conductive tracks and embroidered circuits Physical sensors and actuators Electromagnetic coil Embroidered battery</td>
<td>2D embroidery by TFP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moreover, this combination of technologic approach and use of conductive materials ensures vast range of possibilities in textile sensor development for such biomedical and physical applications as assessment of cardiac, muscle and neural activity, pressure and strain measurements. Sensing properties of textiles and compounds developed from textile materials are of great importance in protective and medical functional clothing and textiles. The paper provides a review of some embroidery applications in smart textiles and explores opportunities of the embroidered textile sensor design for temperature and humidity measurements.

II. EMBROIDERY IN SMART TEXTILES

As it has been mentioned above, smart and intelligent textiles is a vast multidisciplinary research field that brings together design, textile technologies, electrical engineering and ICT in order to develop new products matching specific aesthetic, functional and technical requirements. Technical embroidery brings solutions for implementation of new products that find applications across fashion and décor textiles, and technical ones.

A. Cross-Functional Applications

Cross-functional applications of embroidery technology can be primarily referred with ensuring textiles and clothing with such functions as communication and electronics interconnection. Moreover, those can be associated with textile interfaces and other functional elements that do not correspond to other groups.

TFP embroidery technology is a universal technique for electro-conductive interconnection development that is highly required in implementation of intelligent products for fashion, décor, functional clothing and technical textiles. The main advantage of the technique is the encouragement of vast opportunities in product technical design by positioning the electro-conductive cord across the basis material. Conductive yarns of different origin and structure, as well as conductor monofilaments are used for electronics interconnection as electro-conductive tracks according to specific technical requirements. Namely, they can carry the function of power supply and data transmission. Power supply provided by embroidered conductive textile tracks is effectively used in wearable technologies and smart textiles for a great variety of functional applications and design, especially in lightening textiles with LED technology involved. A number of spectacular examples of the technology applications in functional smart textiles are brought by the research teams of TTIV Greiz (Textilforschungsinstitut Thüringen-Vogtland e. V.) and Ghent University that have explored a variety of designs, manufacturing scenarios and characterization of flexible conductive connectors and circuit boards. On the other side, a Swiss company Forster Rohner AG offers innovative design solutions for clothing and interior textiles supported by LED and embroidery technology.

Another initial feature in the development of smart clothing is ensuring of communication or/and biofeedback with the wearer. Several research projects have explored the possibilities of developing textile antennas for smart clothing applications that can provide data transmission and become an asset in manufacturing of wearable telecommunication and bio-monitoring systems. Electromagnetic properties of electro-conductive textile encourage investigations in developing textile-based communication systems. Such textile antennas are resistive to multiple deformations that extend its potential applications, especially in the sphere of smart clothing. Moreover, embroidery as a technological solution ensures the maintenance of textile manufacturing and processing, thereby keeping the production process efficient and simple. For example, Osman et al. demonstrate a prototype of an Ultra-Wideband (UWB) antenna fully implemented from textile materials with embroidery technology. The communication system is built using silver Plated Nylon thread on a textile substrate (100 % cotton fabric). The resistance of such textile antennas to multiple mechanical deformations extends their potential applications and makes them especially promising for smart clothing. Moreover, this approach is fully based on textile manufacturing and processing technologies, thereby keeping the production efficient and simple. Another example of a fully textile antenna developed on textile by TFP technique was implemented at the Institute for Textile Technology of RWTH Aachen and is displayed in Fig. 3(c).

One more cross-functional application of embroidery in smart and intelligent textiles is the development of textile
interfaces. Quite a lot of research projects address embroidery as an efficient technique, involve electrically conductive materials for textile interface manufacturing and offer a variety of implementation approaches (27). One of the classical examples of the textile interface implemented in clothing is a keypad of the Musical Jacket. The technology is based on a sandwich-structured capacitive sensor manufactured of electrically conductive textiles (9). Another promising application of textile interfaces for vehicle interior is described by Scheibner et al. (17).

Textile interface can be fully developed by embroidery or by joining technologies. In fact, there is a great variety of approaches that encourage implementation of actuators for the textile interface and involve piezoelectric, shape memory, thermo-chromic and other materials (18). According to specific technical requirements and applications, some of them can be potentially adapted to be fully carried out by embroidery technology.

Besides that, TFP embroidery technique encourages the development of other functional components for smart and wearable applications. Those include design and manufacturing of electro-magnetic coils for a variety of applications. For example, Morris et al. have developed an embroidered high frequency coil and explored its outlooks for use in magnetic resonance imaging (19).

**B. Therapeutic Treatment and Wellness**

Throughout last years there has been a growing interest for smart textile solutions for therapeutic treatment and wellness. The main advantage brought by smart textile technologies for therapeutic applications is ensuring of wireless and continuous treatment outside a hospital. Moreover, textiles are lightweight and possess a number of properties that can assist in the improvement of wearer’s psycho-physiological comfort. In this paper only two types of textile actuators developed by embroidery technology are referred to this category.

One of them is textile electrodes for transcutaneous electrostimulations (TES). For instance, a research team from Switzerland has presented the research results on investigations in multi-channel TES electrode development. The developed electrodes consisted of multiple fabric layers and were integrated into a glove-like garment (Fig. 4(a)). One layer with electrodes manufactured with plasma coated metallized yarn contacted the skin. The second layer had an electrode wiring, but the structure of the multi-layer electrode was specifically developed to exclude short circuit (20). Another example of structural and dimensional variations in the design of embroidered electrodes for electrical stimulation is a miniaturized meander-shape electrode developed at ITA, RWTH Aachen (Fig. 4 (b)). One segment of this electrode is approximately 9.5 mm x 5 mm. Despite delicate materials used for the electrode development and fine structure, the embroidered samples can be described as reproducible and manufactured with high accuracy.

Another type of embroidered actuators is heating textiles. Those are already available on the market in a vast assortment. Generally, the idea of heating textiles is found in design of clothing, textile products for domestic use and car seats. Fig. 5 displays two examples of embroidered heating textiles.

**C. Physical Sensing**

Textile sensors that provide assessment of such universal parameters as pressure, stress, temperature and humidity already find applications in structural monitoring and healthcare. There are a number of developments manufactured by embroidery technology using conductive materials. Most of such sensors are based on estimation of physical measurements such as electrical conductivity and capacitance that can be used for the evaluation of various physical and physiological processes, and environmental phenomena. Such sensors can be implemented only by embroidery or joining the technology that incorporates different manufacturing approaches and techniques to produce separate compounds or insure a specific finishing of the development. Some examples of embroidered sensors based on the physical measurement principle are described further.

**Strain sensors.**

Most of the reviewed literature on embroidery applications for physical sensing focuses on strain sensor development. Primary those have technical applications and are of great importance in structural monitoring. Embroidery can provide efficient and relatively low-cost solutions that can be adjusted to specific structures and technical requirements, and ensure monitoring of stress changes inside the structure and over the object surface. The working principle of a strain sensor is usually based on estimation of resistivity variations in the embroidered compound within structure deformation. A strain sensor can be often a single conductive yarn or embroidered on a stretchable fabric as a pattern by TFP technique (22) – (23), (25). Besides applications in construction engineering, strain
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Fig. 4. (a) Transcutaneous electro-stimulation electrodes (20); (b) Prototype of an implantable electrodes for electro-stimulation [ITA, RWTH Aachen].
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Fig. 5. Embroidered heating textile structures: (a) Forster Rohner AG; (b) heating textiles [ITA, RWTH Aachen].
textile sensors can be potentially an asset in the development of smart clothing. There are not many examples of embroidered strain sensors integrated into clothing or textiles for health monitoring, but some of the ideas can be adapted for embroidery technology. For example, strain textile gauges can find applications in dynamic respiration rate monitoring (23). Moreover, those can be also suggested as an alternative to piezoelectric and conductive elastomer sensors used for the detection and evaluation of body positioning (24), (25).

Pressure sensors.

Pressure sensors have vast applications in the field of healthcare, sports, wellness and engineering. Mostly, those are based on measurements of capacitance changes and can vary in their dimensional parameters. An advantageous characteristic of embroidered pressure sensors is the opportunity not only to measure the applied pressure, but also to monitor pressure distribution over the surface. An example of a large-scale pressure sensor implemented by embroidery technology is developed by the German company Alphafit GmbH (Fig. 6(b)) (26), (41). The textile sensor system is integrated into a mattress that provides pressure mapping of the body. The acquired measurements can be used for monitoring of body positioning and movements during sleep. Such systems can be used in such healthcare applications as estimation of the applied pressure changes in compression garments and smart textile systems for ulcer prevention. Besides pressure measurements, such sensors can be used as actuators in textile interfaces (27).

Temperature sensors.

Temperature monitoring and control is crucial in many technical, domestic and healthcare applications. In this sphere textiles also offer attractive perspectives for flexible two-dimensional sensorial compound manufacturing. There are many research results published on textile temperature sensor development via fiber engineering, weaving, knitting, lithography, inkjet-printing, surface modification and joining technology. Those research projects using conductive yarns as the initial material for sensor production, mostly address the resistive working principle of temperature sensors. It is based on evaluation of resistivity changes in a metal within temperature changes and further conversion of the electrical signal to relevant values. Another approach to temperature measurements is its assessment using thermocouples. The working principle of those is based on thermoelectric effect in two metals.

Both the resistive temperature sensor and the thermocouple can be implemented by embroidery. A research team from Chemnitz University has investigated embroidery applications for both types of sensor development for temperature evaluation in lightweight composite structures (28). Another example of a temperature sensor development by embroidery was implemented in the frame of the EU research project All for Rest that focused on estimation and improvement of quality of sleep. A textile thermocouple was integrated by TFP technique into a mattress to provide microclimate control during rest.

Humidity sensors.

As well as temperature, humidity is an important parameter in many processes. Humidity level control is important in such technical applications as structural health monitoring, manufacturing and operation of machines. Moreover, it is essential in a number of physiological and biological processes. A number of research projects are devoted to development opportunities of humidity textile sensors. According to the relevant literature review, very few investigations have involved embroidery for the sensor design. Most of them addressed such technologies as fiber coating, weaving and joining technology bringing together weaving and lithography, and inkjet-printing (29) – (34), (42).

D. Bio-Sensing

Bio-sensing properties of embroidered compounds can be referred as estimation of physiological data and assessment of biochemical processes. In smart textiles applications, textile electrodes and biochemical sensors take crucial place in the research (43) – (50).

Textile electrodes.

There is a great number of research projects that have investigated opportunities and specifics of embroidered electrodes for electrocardiography, electromyography and encephalography measurements (4), (36) – (40). Such electrodes are usually developed with the use of conductive yarns and are able to register electric potential generated by muscles, electric activity of neurons of the brain, and measure electrical conductance of skin.

III. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, general applications of technical embroidery for intelligent and smart textiles are reviewed. Summarizing the discussed information, those can be referred to three general
application groups: engineering, medicine and smart textiles. The key applications of embroidery in engineering are structure reinforcement and lightweight constructions. In medical applications, embroidery is found as one of the key technologies for implant development and is often combined with other approaches such as electrospinning in order to obtain a structure with the most appropriate properties. Nevertheless, the study is focusing on smart textiles that is a relatively new, but rapidly developing and expanding sphere.

In general, TFP technique and standard embroidery are two embroidery approaches mostly used to develop interactive textile structures. One of the most demanded additional values that can be provided by smart textiles products is sensing and monitoring of physical, chemical and bio-chemical parameters. Textile sensors are often outstanding candidates to be integrated into clothing, other textiles and flexible structures. Although numerous research projects describe a great variety of scenarios for textile sensor implementation and technological approaches, embroidery is remaining one of the advantageous technologies due to the opportunity to vary in sensor geometry design and material choice.

In this paper, applications of technical embroidery with TFP and double lock-stitch techniques were divided into several categories according to the reviewed literature on smart textiles. Although embroidery encourages efficient development of textile interfaces, cabling, contacting joints, antennas and other structures, one of the most addressed applications is the development of textile sensors for physical and bio-chemical sensing. Architecture and operation principle of textile sensors is usually transferred from the conventional ones. Regarding particularities of sensor application, such sensors can be implemented with a variety of materials such as electrically conductive yarns, piezoresistive and optical fibers.

The main types of sensors that can be implemented by embroidery are described in the examples of developments. The state-of-the-art reveals the potential for embroidery applications for efficient development of intelligent innovative products. Nevertheless, most of them still originate in R&D sphere, but the number of such products based on embroidery technology is constantly increasing on the market. For this reason, it can be concluded that embroidery is not only beneficial for the applied research, but has also a number of advantages to drive technology transfer to industry due to efficient and continuous production.
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Viktorija Mečnika, Melanie Hoerr, Ivars Krieviņš, Stephan Jockenhoevel, Thomas Gries. Automatizētā izšūšanas pielietojumi viedo tekstuļu izstrādei
Izšūšana ir tradicionāli pazīstama kā tekstuļu dekortēšanas paņēmēji. Kopā, pēdējās desmitgads līdz ar stāvu attīstību tehnisko tekstuļu nīmā un šīs sīkas
uzlabo pieaugumu piegādātā tekstiltehnologijā, kā arī saistīto disciplīnu inovācijām un pētījumā jomās, modernas automatizētās izšūšanas tehnoloģijas ir
plāti pielietojamas tēhnisko tekstuļu funkcionalā apstrādā un rāziena. Interesse par izšūšanas tehnoloģijām sajā sīkas lielākoties ir saistīta ar tehnoloģiskām
iespējām veidot trīsdimenziālās atvieglošanas konstrukcijas un izveidot pavedienus visos virzienos uz mākslīgas un mākslīgas tekstilu sastāvdaļu. Piemēram, veidolās aprēķinājumu
medicīnas jomā automatizētā izšūšana ir veiksmīgi pielietojama jauno brūču pārsēju izstrādes un tekstilu implantu izstrāde.

Kaut gan viedās tekstuļas piedāvā lielu tehnisko iespēju kā tās lielākās darbības vietas, izveidota konstrukcija ar triju tūkstošram laiku, to naudas izveidojuma
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